Для одновершинного распределения на вещественной прямой знаменитое mean-median-mode неравенство (неравенство, связыва ющее среднее, медиану и вершину распределения) утверждает, что они часто «идут» в алфавитном или обратном алфавитном порядке (на английском языке). Известны различные достаточные условия выполнения этого неравенства. В данной статье полностью описа но трехмерное множество средних, медиан и вершин одновершинных распределений. Установлено, что это множество линейно связно, но не является выпуклым. Выведены некоторые фундаментальные нера венства, связывающие среднее, медиану и вершину одновершинных распределений. Эти неравенства применяются для (i) доказатель ства неодновершинности некоторых распределений и (и) получения оценок для медианы одновершинного распределения. В многомерном случае используется обобщенное понятие а-одновершинности и даны характеризации множества средних векторов, когда вершина фикси рована или «бегает» по сфере. В частности, обнаружено, что мно жество средних векторов обобщенных одновершинных распределений с заданными вершиной и ковариационной матрицей есть в точности эллипсоид и этот эллипсоид полностью описан.
Introduction convex for x £ (-00,M), and concave for x £ (M,oo). It is easy to see that a median m is uniquely defined for a unimodal random variable X.
The well known mean-median-mode inequality states that for a unimodal distribution F, often, the mean, median, and mode occur in an alphabetical or reverse alphabetical order, i.e., M<m<(i or M^m)/t.
It is well known that this inequality, however, is not always true as can be seen from the following very simple example. Other examples can be found in [5] .
Various sufficient conditions for the validity of (1) are given in [6] , [14] , [15] , [10] . Dharmadhikari and Joag-Dev [4] , [5] give a sufficient condition using stochastic ordering of distributions; this encompasses the works of the previous authors. In Section 2, we briefly review the literature on the validity of the mean-median-mode inequality.
Our approach in this article is different. We consider the class of all unimodal distributions with a fixed variance a 2 , T a = {F: F is unimodal and Var F (X) = a 2 } ; (2) and look at the three-dimensional set
Ma = {(ti[F], m[F], M[F}) :FeFa}cR 3 ,
the collection of all possible triplets of mean, median, and mode for uni modal distributions on the real line with a given variance. Knowledge about the set Ma is valuable on its own right; furthermore, it points out the ex tent to which inequality (1) may get violated, and also may help to single out distributions that cause such violations. The set Ma turns out to be a connected but nonconvex set; in Section 3, we analytically describe the envelope of the set. The derivation of the set Ma is a nontrivial mathemat ical exercise. By moment theory techniques we first reduce an appropriate infinite dimensional problem to finite dimensions; some further calculations of a rather difficult nature then yield the exact boundaries of Ma lt is well known that \M known to be unimodal), is described in Section 3.5. We also give an explicit quantification of the extent to which the mythical inequality in (1) can get violated (Theorem 5). Section 4 focuses on multidimensional random variables. Here, we use the generalized notion of a-unimodality due to Olshen and Savage [12] , and prove that for an a-unimodal distribution, an inequality similar to the onedimensional case holds between the mode M and the mean y,. For a fixed mode M, Theorem 7 shows that the set of mean vectors y. for a-unimodal distributions with a specified covariance matrix is an ellipsoid around M. This ellipsoid is explicitly described. We consider this exact ellipsoidal rep resentation very satisfying. If the covariance matrix is identity and we let M vary in a sphere, the mean vectors then form a sphere (see Theorem 8).
The principal achievements of this article are the following: (i) to explicitly characterize the three-dimensional set M a of all possible means, medians, and modes of univariate unimodal distributions;
(ii) to use the set Mc m quantifying the extent and nature of violations of the celebrated mean-median-mode inequality;
(iii) to use the set Ma in establishing non-unimodality of certain distri butions;
(iv) to derive new sharp inequalities relating the mean, median, and mode; and (v) to obtain some neat characterizations in the multivariate case for generalized unimodal distributions.
Conditions for validity of the inequality: a review
The search for sufficient conditions under which the mean-median-mode inequality (cf. (1)) holds for a continuous unimodal distribution F dates back to Groeneveld and Meeden [6] . They assume F to be absolutely continuous (with respect to the Lebesgue measure) with density /, and their sufficient condition requires that /(m 4-x) -/(m -x) changes sign once for x > 0 and. that /(M + x) -/(M -x) does not change sign (van Zwet [15] and MacGillivray [10] point out that their restriction to non-negative random variables is superfluous).
Van Zwet [15] shows that a more general sufficient condition is given by (assuming F has a density /) such that m is the median of F.
Step ( 
(ii) iH^t! < v^6,
M^i ^ Vs. 
Proof. Nonconvexity is trivial (M® is not convex). We will show that
Ma is pathwise connected. Note that, for every fi £ R, the point (fi,fi,fi) £ M a (because there is a symmetric unimodal distribution with mean = /z, median = \i, mode = fi, and variance = a 2 ). The proof now follows from the fact that each /i-section of Ma is path connected (see Section 3.1).
In These bounds can easily be evaluated without any numerical work. Table 1 shows the bounds obtained from (5) A p-dimensional and p-unimodal (about M) random vector X is called star unimodal (about M). Generally, star unimodality is defined through a natural extension of the idea of one-dimensional unimodality, and the above definition follows as an equivalent version. The concept of star unimodality has recently been successfully used in inference problems, see [2] .
In [B], (ii) is similar to [A]; the distance is given by (for each fixed M) the distance between the points (m{M},M) and ([m{M} + M]/2, [m{M} + M]/2). Hence, for each fixed M, minimum of (i) and (ii) is equals to
Since the use of a median in the multivariate case is less pervasive, we focus our efforts on extending part ( Taking A = E -1 / 2 shows that it is enough to prove the result for E = /. The proof will be divided into the following steps: (i) у € ©о,/ y T y ^a(a + 2) = a* (say).
(ii) у £ 0o,/ => Py G 0o,/ for any orthogonal matrix P. 
Thus, у т у ^ nX/ol, which proves (i).
To prove (iii), fix -\fa* < 7 ^ Va*. Consider p independent scalar random-variables Z\, Z 2 ,..., Z v such that E(Zi) = f/fi v , E(Z 2 ) = (I + 
Summary and discussions
Past work in this area was directed towards finding more and more gen eral sufficient conditions for the validity of the mean-median-mode inequality. In contrast, we concentrate our attention to exact characterizations of the three-dimensional set of means, medians and modes. Derivation of the set involves some novel use of moment theory, and, most surprisingly, we were able to analytically describe this set. Furthermore, this exact description en abled us to derive some fundamental inequalities among the mean, median and mode of unimodal random variables. We were also able to specify the region where the inequality gets violated, and found the maximum extent to which a unimodal random variable may violate the mean-median-mode inequality. In the multivariate case, we obtain a very pleasant ellipsoidal characterization of the set of means of a-unimodal distributions with a fixed mode M. When the mode M is also allowed to vary in a sphere, we prove that the mean vectors form a larger sphere.
Several open questions remain. We conjectured that the maximum de viation from the inequality is 0.294931(7 and we proved it for each fixed mean y, but were unable to prove it in its fuU generality. In Theorem 8 
